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Next Meeting : Monday, 20th May, 2019
Venue : The Lindfield Community Centre, corner of Bradfield Rd and Moore Avenue, West Lindfield.
The hall is open from 6.30pm. Please try and get there early to help set up tables, chairs and lighting.
Benching is available shortly after 7pm but please be patient and wait until tables and dividers are in place.
Unfortunately there will be no Culture Class this month. The repairs to the meeting hall are making it difficult but we
will try to continue most months when possible.
The main meeting commences at 8pm. After the formalities of the general meeting, the judging, and the tea break,
our main guest speaker will be ‘old boomer’ Garrie Bromley on Australian Orchid Council Awards 2016. There is
no more knowledgeable a grower in our society, and Garrie is the only speaker I know who can do a talk without a
microphone. Come and see some of our very best orchids and what they should look like when grown well.
Our supper volunteers this month are Kitt Reyes and Angie Lyle. Thank you ladies, we appreciate your assistance.

Best of the Evening Species – Eria rhynchostyloides - grown by Jane and Peter D’Olier
A beautiful species, Eria rhynchostlyoides is one of the more spectacular
of about 370 species in Eria, a genus which is sort of related to
Dendrobium but not too closely. There are quite a number of highly
desirable Eria species but for various reasons they haven’t become at all
popular. Some are definitely warm growers, some don’t flower
prolifically, but perhaps the main reason is that the flowers usually only
last about 7-10 days.
Rhynchostyloides is in a sub group called Section Urostachya, comprising 25 or more
species. They have fleshy pseudobulbs, multiple simultaneous inflorescences from
opposite leaf axils, and many small densely set flowers. There are quite a few of these
that look rather similar and there may well be some “rhynchostyloides” going around
which are mislabelled, but all of this type are gorgeous flowerers anyway.
One particular distinguishing factor of rhynchostyloides is its ‘tubby’ pseudobulbs. In
the Orchids of Java, J.B. Coomber describes it as having stems only about 8cm long x
4cm wide which is even more ‘tubby’ than most I have seen here in Sydney. Still,
pseudobulb height is hardly a stable taxonomic distinguisher so I guess we should
take it as just indicative – ie ‘short and fattish’ which at least separates it from some
close relatives which have more ‘Dendrobium’ like stems.
Rhynchostyloides is native only to the island of Java in Indonesia. It is not overly common but occurs widely over the
island at around 750m elevation. It has short fat pseudobulbs with leaves about 30–45cm tall by 3 or 4cm wide. The
species can eventually make up into a rather large plant when you get it going and when flowered as a specimen it can
knock your socks off. The short, erect to arching, foxtail inflorescence is up to 20cm long and carries a huge number
of flowers. As I said earlier, they don’t last too long but at least you won’t get bored with them that way.
This species is pretty easy to grow but I hesitate to suggest they might be grown cold in Sydney. Java is decidedly in
the tropics and the native elevation of the species is only moderate. However I have been growing a rhynchostyloides
in my roofed shade house for years and another in my heated glasshouse. Both do well and flower. Perhaps we could
rate it as ‘cool with some winter protection’.
Congratulations on your ‘BOE’ Peter and Jane. It is only small just yet, but beautifully flowered and presented.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
1. From President Dennys’ Desk – (a) Visit to the Bromley’s: On behalf of the members, I thank Lesley and Garrie
Bromley for making their orchid houses available to our members. There was a steady flow of visiting members which
was encouraging. Personally, I found it most worthwhile to see how experienced growers work with their plants. It
gave me more confidence to try new ways to improve growing techniques, since I learnt a lot. I also thank Pauline and
Trevor Onslow for helping to organise morning tea and of course the slab cake which I enjoyed, probably too much.
(b) Charity Donation Presentation: Herb Schoch personally presented the society’s donation to the President of the
Hornsby/Ku-ring-gai Parkinson’s Support Group on Sunday 27th April. Herb reported that the President’s demeanor
was one of “shock” and that the donation was most gratefully received.
(c) Saint Ives Orchid Show: The show will be held over the period 16th to 18th August inclusive at the St. Ives
Showground. In order to make the show the success it always has been we will need to join with our colleagues from
other societies to help mediate crowds, sell raffle tickets and entry tickets as well as members’ plants sales, setup and
pull down etc. Please make some time available to help when the list comes around and put your name down.
(d) Westfield Show: After consultation with our partners from the Berowra Orchid Society, the Westfield Show will
be held at Westfield from Wednesday 25th September to Friday 27th September inclusive. Note that the weekend will
not be used and more details will follow.
(g) Sponsorship: As well as receiving generous donations of some fertiliser products from Manutec and Seasol and
bark from Garden City Plastics, Lee Payne has facilitated some gift cards from Bunnings. These cards will be used to
purchase raffle prizes from Bunnings, so if you have any ideas on “good-orchid-growing-related-things” please let Lee
or myself know so we can add them to the prize list. Get involved folks, it is really worthwhile. The Society thanks
Manutec for their donation of Orchid Food Fertiliser and Orchid Bloom Booster, Seasol for their donation of sachets
of Seasol and Powerfeed and, Garden City Plastics for their donation of bark as well as Bunnings for their generous
gift cards. Note that, the May raffle will include some Manutec products.
(g) Hall condition and culture classes: After consultation with the council it is apparent that condition of the roof will
remain problematic for all users of the hall until the roof is fixed. The council is having difficulties getting people to
quote on repairs. The council offered KOS another hall which we have declined since our committee members are
already familiar with the deficiencies of that hall, in addition to the effort needed to move our equipment and to set up
lighting. This means that our culture classes are likely to be adversely affected since access to the annex will be
variable. I have asked for a discount consideration on our hiring of the hall.
2. New Member – Since our last meeting, a new member, Bronwyn Yaeger, has joined our society. Welcome aboard
Bronwyn, I hope you get pleasure from our society, that you make new friends, and that you enjoy learning more
about orchids and growing them. It is always tough at first when you join a new club and don’t know many people, but
I hope that is just a short process for you. There are 3 members designated as “Club Hosts” to specifically help you
find your way around (Lina, Chris, and Dora) and they will no doubt introduce themselves to you. Would all other
current members also please go out of their way to meet Bronwyn and to make her feel welcome.
3. Meeting Suppers – It embarrasses me to ask you all yet again so soon, but please members, remember that our
shared supper is supplied BY YOU. Please bring along a small plate of something to share with our tea and coffee.
4. April Chinese Dinner Outing – A big thank you to Jessie for organising this year’s social dinner. We had 28
members attending, the food was superb, and the company great. The Paradise restaurant was easy to find even though
I still managed to get just slightly lost after first entering via the wrong gate and ending up at their mini golf course.
No problem, back in the car and down the hill a hundred yards, and soon back on track.
The restaurant looked after us very well. We were seated at big round tables which enabled us all to communicate. All
we had to do was sit back and wait for each course to be served. I got to try Peking duck and a few other dishes for the
first time and enjoyed them all very much. A lovely night out. If you missed it this year, make a note in your diary to
come along next time. Jessie took a few pictures to capture evening.
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5. Library – from Chris Wilson – The April-May edition of the Australian Orchid Review has arrived. It has an
impressive image of RLC Lakehaven Windstorm on the cover and among its articles it features articles written by
Bruce Wood on Cattleyas; a discussion on the newly classified Sarcochilus niveus that was previously regarded as a
form of S. falcatus, and articles on newly classified species of native terrestrials.

Advance Diary Dates 2019
Fri 17 to Sun 19 May – Orchids Out West Orchid Fair – displays and sales, Hawkesbury Race Club, Clarendon Rd
29th – 30th June: Mingara Orchid Fair and Show - displays and sales, Mingara Recreation Club, Tumbi Umbi.
16th -18th August: St. Ives Orchid Fair Show at St. Ives Showground.
25th- 27th September: Westfield Orchid Show, Westfield Hornsby.

Best of the Evening Hybrid – Dendrobium Enobi Purple ‘Splash’ AM/AOC grown by T and P Onslow
Holy moly Batman, how would you like this decorating your kitchen.
D. Enobi Purple is a hybrid registered in 1996 by Dr Kohji Karasawa
in Japan. Not all were splash petal types but it seems likely that the
breeder knew that the cross carried the splash mutation potential and
was aiming for it. There are a number of different ‘splash’ Enobi
Purples, each with different splash patterns or
colour but there are far more ‘non-splash’ types
from the same cross.
I have told this next story previously but is
worth telling again. It begins when Trevor
bought a seedling compot of the cross at the
AOC Conference show that was held at Port
Macquarie back in about 2006. Unbeknown to Trevor, Garrie and Leslie Bromley bought one too. Some years later
Leslie mentioned to Trevor casually that they had bought this supposed ‘splash’ compot and had flowered a number of
them, and they were disappointed that none were splashed. Trevor told them he had bought one too and had exactly
the same outcome. They made a pact that if either flowered a ‘splash’ from the remaining plants they would share it
with the other, but as fate would have it, no splashes flowered.
Later, a determined Garrie found a supplier that had another compot and guaranteed there would be lots of ‘splashes’
among them. Garrie kindly gave a plant from the compot to Trevor, which did turn out to be a splash form, and that is
now the beautiful specimen we see at our meetings. Garrie and Leslie have also flowered splash forms, but theirs
haven’t thrived quite as well as Trevor’s. Still, Garrie is one of the best hardcane Dendrobium growers in Sydney
(along with Trevor of course) and I am sure he will have them up and flowering as gorgeous specimens in no time.
The parents of Enobi Purple are Den. Enobi Komachi x Den. Laguna Princess. Unfortunately, I can’t find a picture of
either so I can’t provide any insight into where the splash patterns come from. The overall breeding of Enobi Purple is
predominantly our native Den bigibbum at 78% but there is also 10% of its close cousin Den phalaenopsis and much
smaller %’s of various PNG Dendrobium species, mostly from section spathulata, such as Denrobiums taurinum,
stratioides, canaliculatum and the like. It is very hard to predict what impact these micro contributors would have on
the hybrid progeny but many are rather large plants with tall canes and lots and lots of flowers, so perhaps it is
floriferousness they were used for. None have splash petal varieties as far as I know so the splashes are more than
likely from a mutation in a cultivar of bigibbum. Fascinating, isn’t it?
Congratulations yet again Trevor. I have seen this beautiful specimen of yours a number times and it takes my breath
away every time. I am getting better at growing hardcane Dendrobes these days and even get a few flowers every year,
but I am not even in the same league as you or Garrie. In fact, few growers are. Thank you for showing it off each year
and letting us share in your pleasure. Just wonderful.

Church notice board – Next Thursday there will be tryouts for the choir. They need all the help they can get.
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Best of the Evening Novice – Cattleytonia Capri ‘Lea’ grown by Lisa Harris
Cattleytonia (ctna) are a really interesting hybrid mix that produces
some outstandingly lovely orchids. It is the cross of a Cattleya with
a Broughtonia, but there are also many other registered Cattleya type
hybrid mixes which also incorporate the genus Broughtonia.
Surprisingly, Broughtonia has only been mentioned twice in any
bulletin since I started as editor in 2003, and the first time was 2006.
I hope the article I wrote at the time didn’t put off potential growers.
Ctna Capri ‘Lea’ AM/AOS
Capri is the cross between
Cattleytonia Jamaica Red and
Cattleya intermedia. Jamaica Red is
lovely little compact hybrid with
clusters of 6cm purple/red flowers at
the end of a 20-25cm stem. The
flowers are about 6cm across and there can be 10 or more on an inflorescence. Capri is
a 3rd generation hybrid with two injections of Broughtonia sanguinea (making it 75%
sanguinea) and the other parent is Cattleya bicolor (25%). The picture at the left is of an
awarded specimen plant of ‘Lea’ from the Honolulu Orchid Society showing the
dominance of the smaller, compact plant form of Broughtonia. It sure is a stunner.
The cross to make Ctna Capri
Jamaica Red
a ‘splash’ intermedia
introduces Cattleya intermedia to
the mix and there is little doubt that the splash petal version of
intermedia was used. Capri exhibits the splash petal mutation
and intermedia is the only place it could have come from.
And what a lovely result too. The open form of intermedia is
dominated by the fuller shape of Jamaica Red but the flower is
larger than ‘Red’ and the splash coloured effect is delightful.
The success of the cross is reflected in the fact that the clone
‘Lea’ has 4 awards, including an ‘AM’ award from the
American Orchid Society and the Honolulu Orchid society.

Broughtonia, an update - When I first wrote up an introduction to Broughtonia (pronounced Braw–tony–ah) in
2006, there were only two Broughtonia species recognised. Today, although some experts still count only 2, others
(including Orchidwiz) and the RHS at Kew have adopted Richard Dresslers 1966 redefinition to incorporate what
were its two closely related sister genera, Laeliopsis and Cattleyopsis, which brings up the Broughtonia species count
to 6. All are native only to the Caribbean islands. Based on the wider definition, the Broughtonia species today are :
cubensis, domingensis, lindenii, negrilensis, ortgiesiana, sanguinea.
As you can see in the pictures below, these are small plants with a longish inflorescence and flowers clustered at the
end. Somewhat reminiscent of a miniature Laelia anceps. Naturally, the 6 species vary widely in individual flower
characteristics but all have a more or less open, flared, lip, as opposed to the tubular shape of many Cattleyas. The lip
has been a predominant feature in cross breeding Broughtonia with other Cattleya alliance species and hybrids. The lip
in a Cattletonia (and other Broughtonia intergenerics) is quite distinctive and readily noticed, even at first glance.
(pictures featuring typical form and growth habit)

B. ortgiesiana

B. cubensis

B. sanguinea alba

B. sanguinea

All 6 species come from quite low elevations and mostly occur near the coast. I have no personal experience with any
of the species but they are reported as often preferring to be mounted rather than potted, suggesting that they require
very good drainage and prefer to be dry a lot of the time. The few Broughtonia hybrids I have grown also seem to
favour this characteristic, and at least for me, grew best in those wooden slatted baskets often used for Vandas.
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The two ‘original’ Broughtonia species were B. sanguinea and B. negrilensis and these are still the most used in
hybridisation because they have perhaps the best shaped flowers of the 6 Broughtonia species and both come in a
number of colour forms..

B. sanguinea – pink

B. sanguinea – yellow

B. sanguinea – white

B. negrilensis

B. sanguinea is endemic to Jamaica from sea level to 800 meters as a small sized, warm growing epiphyte. The
inflorescence, initiates from the top of the pseudobulb and can be up to 60 cm long, with 5 to 12 successively opening
flowers (usually 3 or 4 open at a time). If the inflorescence is left alone it will produce new non-fragrant flower
clusters from the apex from spring right through late summer.
Generally, plants from the northeastern coastal areas of the island are found high in the trees and have smaller flowers
of darker colour. Plants from the south-central areas often inhabit low scrub in hot dry areas and have larger, paler
flowers. There are a number of different and desirable colour forms including shades of pink, white, white with
varying pink in the lips, and a solid pale yellow. The yellow form in the left centre of the pictures above is not a
natural form. It is a petaloid form resulting from 7 generations of line breeding.
B. negrilensis also comes from Jamaica, on the western side, mostly from very low altitudes (100m). It is a small,
warm growing epiphyte and occasionally as a terrestrial below orchid bearing trees on rocks and in leaf detritus. They
flower in the late Autumn/ early winter on a metre long, sometimes branching inflorescence with up to 15 successive
flowers. Usually only a few open at a time.
Rosy Jewel
Keith Roth
None of the 6 Broughtonia species were used for breeding until 1956
when W.W. Goodale Moir began experimenting in Hawaii. Moir is
also the one who started the equitant Oncidium craze (now Tolumnia)
with his innovative breeding, and who also pioneered breeding with
the Brazillian Miltonias including M spectabilis. All have been
fantastically successful hybrid lines. He must have had great insight.
The first Cattletonia hybrid was B. sanguinea x Cattleya bowringiana and it is called Rosy Jewel (above left). You can
see the influence of both parents in its flowers. Size, colouration, and general shape come from bowringiana but the lip
has been significantly opened and flattened by the Broughtonia creating an improvement on both parents.
Another important early hybrid was Ctna Keith Roth, this 1966 cross between B. sanguinea and Cattleya bicolor,
much more clearly follows the Broughtonia shape, and is also one of the parents of Ctna Jamaica Red (parent of Capri).
Yet another was Ctna Why Not in 1979 which is sanguinea x Cattleya (or Guarianthe) aurantiaca. As aurantiaca is a
relatively cool growing species from El Savador and Mexico those cooler growing characteristics are an important
feature imparted to its progeny. All three hybrids are important cornerstones in Broughtonia/Cattleya breeding and as
of today, Rosy Jewel is in the breeding of 115 progeny, Keith Roth 567, and Why Not 180.
With the mix of different genera in these hybrids becoming wider though, there is now a mind boggling number of
manmade hybrid genera names involving Broughtonia. Even among the just 134 primary hybrids involving B.
sanguinea, the progeny go by 24 different hybrid genera names and that is by no means a full list. As a result it would
be pointless listing them here for you, so instead I will just show you a few examples lovely Broughtonia progeny that
by now are more than likely successful parents themselves.

Osmentara Eliz. Hamilton

Guaritonia Why Not

Otaara Word of Honour
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Rhyncattleanthe Orglades Tradition

Can you see the distinctive flared open lip from B. sanguinea that is common to the 4 pictures above?
I am hardly an expert in Broughtonia breeding but while researching material for this article I got an impression that in
recent years there might be a move to produce more natural Broughtonia like hybrids, like
for example, Osmentara Elizabeth Hamilton shown above, or Ctna Mem. Vincent Lopez at
the right. I think this is a positive move. Perhaps it is just because I am a species enthusiast
anyway but surely a small compact plant with lots of flowers displayed perfectly just
above the plant, is a hard formula to beat. That is not to say I can’t see the beauty of the
rounder, flatter flowers produced by the more traditional lines of Cattleya breeding, but I
also appreciate the charm of more natural looking flowers and plants, especially when
grown into specimen sized plants as we are seeing more and more these days.
Congratulations on your best of the evening Lisa. The picture of the awarded specimen
Ctna Mem Vincent Lopez
plant of Capri ‘Lea’ earlier in the article will give you a target to aim for that I know you will achieve.
Note: for those who would to know more about growing and breeding this group, there is a great article in the Feb
2006 American Orchid Society “Orchids” magazine.

Flowering control of Orchids

by Jim Brydie

At our last meeting, a member asked if I thought ‘how to control flowering in orchids’ might be a good future topic for
an article. I was a little unconvinced because nothing is ever as simple as it seems and that is certainly the case with
this topic. However, I could see that there might be significant interest in it so I wrote myself a note to consider it and
look into what material was available.
I found two particularly useful papers and could perhaps have written my own summarised expression of what they
say, but really, I couldn’t tell the story as well as those authors have already done. What I am going to do instead is tell
you what they are about and where interested readers can find them on the internet.
The article you should read first is : The Flowering of Orchids, A Reality Check – by Roberto Lopez and Erik Runkle, PhD
It can be downloaded from - https://www.canr.msu.edu/resources/flowering-of-orchids but it was also published in the
March 2004 copy of the American Orchid Society “Orchids” magazine if you happen to have a copy at home.
The article discusses the two key environmental factors involved in triggering flowering, i.e. temperature and light, but
also looks at a variety of cultural theories that all orchid growers will encounter, such as the type of fertilisers to use at
different times of year, reducing watering at different times, and many others. It is written very well and is easy to
understand even for those of us without a PhD.
For those of a mind to delve even more deeply into the science behind many of these factors, i.e. which hormones go
up and down and why, the second article is for you. It is part of a more comprehensive document but here I am
referring to just Chapter 6 Control of Flowering. You can find it as a download online by just googling “Chapter 6
Control of Flowering orchids”. For me it came up as the ‘answer’ and is from the “researchgate” site. The full link is :
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jean_Yong/post/What_is_the_best_method_to_induce_invitro_flowering_in_Dendrobium_or
chids/attachment/59d62d8dc49f478072e9e92f/AS%3A273563725041664%401442234087778/download/06_Orchids+Control+of+Flowering.pdf

My final comment is back where I started. Yes, temperature and light (especially day length) are the key factors in
flower initiation, but be aware it isn’t always just one or the other. The two may interact or they may also interact with
other factors related to maturity of the plant, health of the plant, stress, or others. In all cases, orchids flower in order to
reproduce, so they have evolved to time the process (including the development of a seed pod and its eventual
maturing to the point it will release seed) to suit their evolved growth pattern which takes advantage of their local
seasons and conditions that support their cycle. It isn’t practical to try to massively turn this upside down.
The main focus of the two referenced articles is the flower initiation trigger mechanisms. If however, your aim is just
to speed up bud development, or to delay it, by a week or two to coincide with a show, then that is a different matter.
There are two issues.
1. You might well advance or delay the commencement once you know which factor is key to trigger initiation for
your particular orchid. But be aware, the triggers are particular to genus and or species.
2. Once the buds are underway, most growers have experienced a natural delay if there is a cold snap when they
should be developing. Perhaps you could take advantage of this to slightly delay flowering but I don’t know of any
way to advance bud development. If other experience growers have suggestions I would be happy to pass them on.
In the vast majority of cases we are doomed to follow the environment or season applicable to our geographic area.

Light Relief – A wife texts her husband on a cold winter morning – “Windows frozen, won’t open”.
He texts back “slowly pour some lukewarm water over it and tap edges gently with a hammer”
Half an hour later she replies “Computer really messed up now”

Question? : How many men does it take to change a toilet roll? A: no one knows, it has never been done.
? As a child I watched the wizard of Oz & wondered how anyone could think without a brain. Then I found facebook.
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